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This six-volume handbook covers the latest practice in technical and vocational education and training (TVET). It presents TVET models from
all over the world, reflections on the best and most innovative practice, and dozens of telling case studies. The handbook presents the work
of established as well as the most promising young researchers and features unrivalled coverage of developments in research, policy and
practice in TVET.
This edited volume explores, theorises and critically investigates different facets of the new world of work.
Fills a gap in scholarship on an increasingly important field within Political Science. Comparative Politics, the discipline devoted to the politics
of other countries or peoples, has been steadily gaining prominence as a field of study, allowing politics to be viewed from a wider foundation
than a concentration on domestic affairs would permit.
Recession reminders, natural disasters and the like are streaming from our TVs, radios and computers. Newspaper headlines practically
shout downturns and downsizing. Weighed down by a negative-oriented world and knee deep in everyday business stress, professionals
struggle to generate positive results. Successful entrepreneur and business coach Joey Faucette, D.Min, arms overwhelmed business
executives, managers, and sales professionals with the five core practices to creating success—perceive, conceive, believe, achieve, and
receive. Empowered by these strategies,discover how to redefine your reality and change your focus from failures to successes, losses to
leverages, and the negative to the positive, allowing you to achieve greater results in their business and their life.
“For an engaging, insightful, and somewhat quirky take on how our economy works, The Econosphere is a must read. Craig Thomas does a
masterful job of explaining basic economic fundamentals so that anyone can understand them and profit as a result.” –Mark Zandi, Chief
Economist, Moody’s Economy.com “Classic Craig! Born with an ability to write informatively, Craig has delivered the layperson’s guide to
everything economic! Clear, informative, and entertaining prose on the inner workings of the economy. A must read for anyone who wants to
understand how the world works.” –Raymond G. Torto, PhD, Global Chief Economist, CB Richard Ellis “An engaging read. Craig’s view of
what he calls ‘the Econosphere’ is really fascinating and is simply, yet eloquently, focused on what we can achieve as individuals and, at the
same time, contribute to the betterment of mankind. This book encourages each of us to become stewards of the resources we use to sustain
ourselves. It is a thoughtful, purposeful, and inspiring read.” –Steve Felix, Head of Real Estate Client Relations—North America, Aviva
Investors, and author of Simplicate Your Life: Volume 1 “The Econosphere is a quick and enjoyable read with a powerful message. This fresh
perspective on the workings of the economy is provided through surprising but logical comparisons to the environment and the green
movement, combined with many witty anecdotes. I feel I have a new understanding of the economy’s nature. We should all be ‘green’
economists!” –Robert M. White, Jr., Founder and President, Real Capital Analytics How the World Really Works–and How to Make It Start
Working Again! · Discover the immutable laws of nature that govern all your financial decisions–and put them to work for you · Ten ways to
maximize wealth and happiness for everyone · How not to fix a broken economy: stupid policy tricks and why they just make things worse We
all live inside the Econosphere: a living, breathing, global organism that choreographs billions of performers with breathtaking precision and
can make life better for everyone. But the Econosphere works best if we understand what nurtures it–and what poisons it. In The
Econosphere, leading economist Craig Thomas reveals the amazing economic organism we’re all part of, explains how it really works, and
shows how to make it start working again–for everyone. Thomas illuminates the laws that govern every economic decision you make–and
shows how to use that information to make better decisions, achieve greater success, and maximize your happiness.
First Published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
To celebrate the 20th anniversary of the book which helped launch the current economic miracle, Gateway Books is proudly repackaging and
re-releasing The Way the World Works. Jude Wanniski's masterpiece defined the economic policies of the 1980s responsible for a booming
stock market, the creation of thirty million new jobs, untold wealth, and unparalleled prosperity.

Have you ever wondered why we can afford to buy far more clothes than our grandparents ever could ... but may be less
likely to own a home in which to keep them all? Why your petrol bill can double in a matter of months, but it never falls as
fast? Behind all of this lies economics. It's not always easy to grasp the complex forces that are shaping our lives. But by
following a dollar on its journey around the globe, we can start to piece it all together. The dollar is the lifeblood of
globalisation. Greenbacks, singles, bucks or dead presidents: call them what you will, they are keeping the global
economy going. Half of the notes in circulation are actually outside of the USA - and many of the world's dollars are
owned by China. But what is really happening as our cash moves around the world every day, and how does it affect our
lives? By following $1 from a shopping trip in suburban Texas, via China's central bank, Nigerian railroads, the oilfields of
Iraq and beyond, The Almighty Dollar reveals the economic truths behind what we see on the news every day. Why is
China the world's biggest manufacturer - and the USA its biggest customer? Is free trade really a good thing? Why would
a nation build a bridge on the other side of the planet? In this illuminating read, economist Dharshini David lays bare
these complex relationships to get to the heart of how our new globalised world works, showing who really holds the
power, and what that means for us all.
Information technologies have become both a means and an end, transforming the workplace and how work is
performed. This ongoing evolution in the work process has received extensive coverage but relatively little attention has
been given to how changing technologies and work practices affect the workers themselves. This volume specifically
examines the institutional and social environment of the workplaces that information technologies have created.
Compilations of scholarly essays are often written by members of a particular school of thought, whose purpose is to
flesh out an area of theory or methodology. Information Technology and the World of Work takes a different approach:
these essays are written by diverse voices, unified in their interest in the common theme of technology and the changing
workplace. The authors' goals are to present perspectives that raise as many questions as they answer, and which are
accessible to a broad audience of managers, union leaders, students, and academic readers. The chapters are
organized into three specific topical areas that represent aspects of workers' social and political experiences of work that
are affected by technology. Part 1 addresses how information technologies affect workers' unions. Part 2 examines how
information technology affects individual employees, specifically in terms of employees' sense of power and identity.
Chapters in this section examine the social and psychological reactions of workers within the system. Part 3 focuses on
one of the most contentious outcomes of this changed workplace, reviewing emerging policy and privacy issues that new
technologies have created. Written with the intent of beginning an important discussion of these issues, this volume
should provide an impetus for others to make their own contribution to the emerging dialogue on technology in the
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modern workplace. Daphne G. Taras is professor of industrial relations and associate dean (research) in the Haskayne
School of Business, University of Calgary. James T. Bennett is professor of economics at George Mason University, and
founder and editor of the Journal of Labor Research. Anthony M. Townsend is an associate professor of management
information systems in the College of Business at Iowa State University, and on the faculty of Iowa State University
Industrial Relations Center.
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How the World Really WorksProgressive Press
Every day, customers see the results of companies where fiefdoms have formed and silos create divisional or
departmental strife: poor sales and profits, and lackluster products. It’s not hard to see that such companies are headed
for an early grave. Regardless of the manner in which company fractures manifest themselves, tech leaders must find a
way to rid their workplaces of the divisions that threaten to undermine their company’s productivity, profits, and survival.
That’s why, in Unite the Tribes: Leadership Skills for Technology Managers, Christopher Duncan, bestselling author of
The Career Programmer, provides corporate leaders with a ten-point plan for joining their company’s divided ranks
together in a way that helps employees achieve their goals while also accomplishing those of the company. Using the
metaphors of the company as empire and the groups that form within companies as tribes, Duncan explains that the
formation of tribes within an empire is unavoidable. After all, regardless of the situation in which they find themselves,
human beings are social creatures who align themselves with those whose goals and motivations match their own.
That’s why the accountants hang together in the break room, while developers talk shop and geek culture in a watering
hole down the street. Yet the job of leaders is to build a cohesive, powerful, and enduring empire by bringing all groups
together in service to a shared, inspiring mission. And that goes double for tech companies, where breakthroughs create
new landscapes on a daily basis. In Unite the Tribes, you will learn: How to build alliances and a spirit of unity across all
levels of the company to achieve higher employee morale, greater profits, and increased productivity. How to come up
with strategies that win market share as well as the hearts and minds of your employees. How to manage conflict. Why
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self-interest rules the day and how knowing another’s wants and needs helps you achieve goals of your own. Unite the
Tribes will show you, the visionary leader, how to establish an empire by convincing your tribes of a simple but crucial
truth: Alone, you are weak and vulnerable. United, you are invincible. What you’ll learnReaders of Unite the Tribes will
learn: Practical, down-to-earth approaches to problem solving and productivity that make sense to corporate leaders who
have to do real work in the real world. How to arrive at a plan for uniting the disparate groups that operate within their
company when faced with the daily reality of office politics, maneuvering, ambition, incompetence, and short-term
thinking. How to convey the company's purpose to employees in a way that is realistic and meaningful so that all workers
can contribute to the company's greater good. Who this book is for Those serving in leadership or managerial capacities
(i.e., those overseeing one or more employees) at technology companies plagued with division and dysfunction will find
the solutions they need to rally their employees to join forces in Unite the Tribes. In addition, leaders and managers of
companies whose cohesion is still healthy yet is being threatened with fracture will be provided with real-world strategies
for reinforcing the glue that holds their company together in this practical, applications-driven guide. Table of Contents
The Myth of Absolute Power Building the Future A Lasting Empire Vision Leadership Organization Mobility
Competitiveness Persuasion Strategy Brilliance Morale Unite
Ye Gods! shows our part in the "problems" of our day through our wonderful creative ability, but also the "so-what" of
many of these unconscious creations. Through shining light on our powerful self, we'll see how to unwind this 'tape' rather
than to continue slowing our evolving and abating the devastation of our planet. We'll see the terrorisms that confront us
daily through our family; church; medical; scientific; and government establishments - and most with the best of
intentions! There's a lot more here than answers to why abortion isn't "killing," the real revolution in health care needed;
the falsehoods in those Holy Books; why evolution vs. intelligent design is passe; the truth of the Holocaust; and how
cooperation not survival-of-the-fittest brought forth every species and is still the method of survival for all. No bad guys
here - only the learning from our past. But since we can't separate ourselves from those planning wars through lies,
killing one performing abortions, or threatening us with 'hell' if we don't believe as do they - we'll see them as ourselves
and share our self-love with them. Ah, then we'll glory in really knowing ourselves and in reestablishing our country from
its lonesome-grounded-eagle reputation to one mounted-on-wings as it was in the beginning. "
Traditional Chinese edition of The Happiness Project: Or, Why I Spent a Year Trying to Sing in the Morning, Clean My
Closets, Fight Right, Read Aristotle, and Generally Have More Fun. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai
Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Minnesota Archive Editions uses digital technology to make long-unavailable books once again accessible to scholars,
students, researchers, and general readers. Rich with historical and cultural value, these works are published unaltered
from the original University of Minnesota Press editions. The books offered through Minnesota Archive Editions are
produced in limited quantities according to customer demand and are available through select distribution partners.
The purpose of this book project is to analyze why the workplace is changing so rapidly, identify the enabling factors and
understand what we can do to best prepare for the future. The analysis led to four significant factors which are all
fundamental to the formation of the future world of work. They are the incredible enabling technologies, changing
attitudes, workforce demographics and globalization. The rapid and irreversible coalescing of these factors is creating
what is referred to in the book as, "The Virtual World of Work or VWOW." The book covers the changing workplace from
the 1960s through to the present, and then looks to see what is emerging next and provides predictions for the future
workplace. To assist the readers in tracking their progress, the book provides a segmentation of this time frame into four
distinct stages. Each stage is identified by the capabilities specific to the majority of the worker force in each stage. As
the work force transitions from one stage to the next, the accumulated enhancements or changes to who, how, where
and when tasks are completed is explored. The book project introduces some original thinking and combines this with the
knowledge and expertise from the leaders in this new field. The book is organized around five basic questions concerning
the virtual world of work. The questions are: ² What is the Virtual World of Work? ² What Factors have Enabled the Virtual
World of Work? ² Will the Virtual World of Work Continue? ² How will the Virtual World Work? ² How to Architect the
Virtual World of Work? The book covers why the change is happening and how we can better plan for the future virtual
world of work. Over 25 million workers in the U.S. work from home at least a few days per month. More and more
workers are joining these virtual workers daily and the amount of time worked out of the traditional office is growing even
more rapidly. There are literally millions of people who need the information in this book.
EVERY WORKING WOMAN NEEDS A BIG SISTER In just one eight-hour day, a working woman can get more twisted
up than panty hose in the spin cycle. The Big Sister's Guide to the World of Work will straighten her out. This tell-it-like-itis handbook gives every working woman the tools for facing the forces of evil and opportunity in corporate America,
including how to: • Sidestep the classic mistakes women make in a new job • Avoid getting tangled up in office politics •
Banish the seven habits that make you look small • Get your boss on your side (without kissing up) Once entry-level
know-nothings who rose to the top of the corporate ranks, DiFalco and Herz have been the go-to big sisters for hundreds
of women who were mystified and mortified at the office. Now you can arm yourself with the authors' straight-shooting
advice. Uninhibited and fiercely wise -- like the very best big sisters -- they are the mentors every working woman needs.
"We are in deep trouble," writes Sharif Abdullah. "We live a world that works for only a few." The problem, Abdullah
asserts, is exlusivity: "I am separate." By practicing exclusivity, he maintains, we have created a soul-starved society. We
suffer, both personally and as a society, from complex, interlocking so intense that they create a deep sense of
emptiness in all of us. But there is hope. Abdullah shows how we can change our world by changing our consciousness.
We can actually put an end these complex problems if we reject exclusivity in favor of inclusivity. We must turn from a
mentality that disconnects us and instead embrace the goals of restoring balance to the earth and building community
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with all other people. In Creating a World That Works for All, Abdullah provides a practical blueprint for that change.
Abdullah makes it clear that there are no bad guys to blame: we are all equally responsible for the current state of our
world. We each have created it, and we each have equal power to change it. Abdullah offers three criteria for creating a
world that works for all: 1. The Criteria of Enoughness: Everyone has enough, even though not everyone shares
resources equally 2. The Criteria of Exchangeability: Trading places would be okay 3. The Criteria of Common Benefit:
The system is designed and intended to benefit all In order to meet these criteria, Abdullah shows us how to let go of old
theories and ideas, so we can clearly see our current problems and possible solutions. And he shows us how to create
new stories that explain and define the new behaviors that make cultural changes possible.
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Travelling the world is something everyone should do. But a trip of a lifetime does come at a cost, and if you don't want to
wait years saving, then Work your Way Around the World is the book for you. For summer jobs, volunteering or jobs
abroad, Work Your Way Around the World is the number one guide for the self-funded world traveller, providing all the
information you need to successfully find work abroad. Choose from hundreds of potential job opportunities, from the
everyday to the utterly extraordinary: from busking in Paris to marine conservation work in Madagscar. Also includes all
the essential, practical advice you need to safely travel the globe, such as work visas, medical information and permits.
Find inside: Hundreds of job opportunities across the globe Brand-new chapter offering vital advice on taking a gap year
Insightful case studies from travellers who have been there and done it Advice for applying and securing jobs abroad
Culture and lifestyle information by country Essential guidance on safe areas to travel - and which places to avoid
Packed with hundreds of irresistible opportunities abroad, Work Your Way Around the World is the globetrotter's
essential handbook, offering all you need to know to help plan your trip and successfully fund your way around the world.
From the Cayman Islands and the Isle of Man to the Principality of Liechtenstein and the state of Delaware, tax havens
offer lower tax rates, less stringent regulations and enforcement, and promises of strict secrecy to individuals and
corporations alike. In recent years government regulators, hoping to remedy economic crisis by diverting capital from
hidden channels back into taxable view, have undertaken sustained and serious efforts to force tax havens into
compliance. In Tax Havens, Ronen Palan, Richard Murphy, and Christian Chavagneux provide an up-to-date evaluation
of the role and function of tax havens in the global financial system-their history, inner workings, impact, extent, and
enforcement. They make clear that while, individually, tax havens may appear insignificant, together they have a major
impact on the global economy. Holding up to $13 trillion of personal wealth-the equivalent of the annual U.S. Gross
National Product-and serving as the legal home of two million corporate entities and half of all international lending
banks, tax havens also skew the distribution of globalization's costs and benefits to the detriment of developing
economies. The first comprehensive account of these entities, this book challenges much of the conventional wisdom
about tax havens. The authors reveal that, rather than operating at the margins of the world economy, tax havens are
integral to it. More than simple conduits for tax avoidance and evasion, tax havens actually belong to the broad world of
finance, to the business of managing the monetary resources of individuals, organizations, and countries. They have
become among the most powerful instruments of globalization, one of the principal causes of global financial instability,
and one of the large political issues of our times.
Provides a comprehensive explanation of how the economy works while examining the roots of the current crisis and offering
advice to prevent future meltdowns.
*The International Bestseller* Is there anything more cut-throat than global politics? Wherever you turn - Europe, Russia, China,
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Korea, Syria, the Middle East - we are living in a time of global geopolitical power plays. Once an insider to this closed world,
Pedro Banos reveals that however it might be smoothed over by the PR of political diplomacy, the world of geopolitics is one of
war and conflict by strategic means, where countries have sought dominion and power over their rivals since the dawn of time.
Banos presents this high-stakes game as a series of 22 universal rules on how to act and exert influence in the international
sphere. Each principle is contextualised in both classical and modern history, from Bismarck to Kissinger, but also related to the
current world of Trump, Putin and Xi Jinping. With titles like 'Kicking Away the Ladder', 'The Tower of Champagne Glasses', 'The
Madman', and 'The Mule and the Saddlebags', How They Rule the World is a practical set of rules for engagement that can be
enjoyed by anyone. Written with the philosophic, aphoristic timelessness of a von Bulow, Sun Tzu or Machiavelli, Banos has
created an utterly gripping manual on the secrets of how strategic power really works.
More and more Americans are coming to feel that something has gone fundamentally wrong in our society. We have suffered
repetitive wars, big and small, some won and some lost, but with the peace always lost. Our society has been drained of around
$5 trillion in welfare costs since LBJ's War on Poverty was declared, but with no diminution in the incidence of "poverty". Our "War
on Drugs" has also been lost, with its societal costs running around $500 billion per year. The cost of fixes for runaway
environmentalism has reached about $1 trillion since the birth of the EPA in 1970. Our national debt is over $5 trillion and still
going up. Two breadwinners per family has become normal, just to keep bread on the table. Americans feel put upon, and they are
right, but they don't know who's doing it to them or why. Such issues have been pondered by researchers for many years, but the
historical facts are finally bringing the pieces of the puzzle together. This book paints a picture of that largely completed puzzle,
and lays out who the culprits are, why they are doing what they are doing, and how they are managing to pull off what is probably
the biggest mass robbery of wealth and individual freedom in human history. Your reading this book will help to expose and stop
the destruction, and help to guarantee a future of freedom rather than slavery for your children.
An insightful look at how to succeed by going against the crowd Collectively, people think and act in ways that are different from
how they think and act as individuals. Understanding these differences, says William (Bill) Bonner-a longtime maverick observer of
the financial world and the vagaries of the investing public-is vital to preserving your wealth and personal dignity. From the witchhunts of the early modern world to the war on terror, from dot-com mania to the real estate bubble, people have always been
caught up in frauds, conceits, and wild guesses-often with devastating results. In Mobs, Messiahs, and Markets, Bonner and
coauthor Lila Rajiva show groupthink at work in an improbable array of instances throughout history and reveal why swimming
against the current pays. Shares the deeper secrets of investing and pushes you to question what this means for your financial
well-being Explains why people so often abandon good sense and good behavior to "follow the crowd" Offers concrete advice on
how you can avoid the "public spectacle" of modern finance The authors' cautionary tale of bubble economies reveals how the
gush of credit let loose by Alan Greenspan has wreaked havoc on our lives-but their thoughtful and always entertaining approach
also offers some sound investing principles for avoiding the pitfalls of the public spectacle, thinking for yourself, and protecting
your money, your sanity, and your soul.
Traditional Chinese edition of Thinking, Fast and Slow, Amazon Best Books of the Month, November 2011. Kahneman is
psychology professor emeritus at Princeton University and the 2002 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences. In Traditional Chinese.
Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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An updated examination of what's weakening the U.S. economy, and how to fix it The Committee to Destroy the World:
Inside the Plot to Unleash a Super Crash on the Global Economy is a passionate and informed analysis of the struggling
global economy. In this masterfully conceived and executed work, Michael Lewitt, one of Wall Street's most respected
market strategists and money managers, updates his groundbreaking examination of the causes of the 2008 crisis and
argues that economic and geopolitical conditions are even more unstable today. His analysis arrives in time for the
impending economic and geopolitical debates of the 2016 election season. Lewitt explains in detail how debt has now
overrun the world's capacity, how federal policies of the past few decades have created a downward vortex sapping
growth and vitality from the American economy, and how greed and corruption are preventing reform. The financial crisis
created tens of trillions of debt, leaving investors to pay a huge price for these policy failures: The highest asset inflation
we've seen in our lifetimes, although the government claims there isn't enough inflation More than $2 trillion of stock
buybacks funded with low cost debt that are artificially inflating stock prices The Federal Reserve and other global central
banks becoming the largest buyers of government debt in order to suppress interest rates An M&A boom resulting from
companies needing to find growth outside of their core businesses While the financial media misses the story, Lewitt
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pulls no punches explaining how all of these trends are leading to the brink of another crisis. Lewitt lays out a survival
plan for the average investor to protect their assets when the debt bubble bursts. The first edition of this book expressed
hope that policymakers would not let the financial crisis go to waste. This book urges investors to learn from the crushed
hope and take action before the next crisis.
Presents an analysis of Wal Mart business tactics, where the company's efforts to lower prices has had far-reaching
effects on its suppliers, competitors, employees, and foreign manufacturers.
Become a confident and effective practitioner with Practising Social Work in a Complex World. It provides the clearest
and most authoritative introduction available to working in situations characterised not only by risk and change but also
by high pressure to deliver successful outcomes. The book is uniquely geared to the needs of students in the final stages
of their qualifying course, professionals returning to study, or those simply wishing to deepen their professional
understanding. It is distinguished by: - Its coherent and thoughtful coverage of practice situations involving complexity,
tension and uncertainty - Its focus on how social work can contribute by integrating the perspectives of service users,
carers, other professionals and the wider agency context - Its discussion of a range of management skills, which are
presented as versatile tools for all practitioners - Its extended exploration of social work research, as an important but
widely debated professional resource. This is one of three interrelated books edited by the internationally renowned and
widely published team, Robert Adams, Lena Dominelli and Malcolm Payne. It was formerly published as Social Work
Futures. The companion books are Social Work: Themes, Issues and Critical Debates (third edition) and Critical Practice
in Social Work (second edition). Each book can be used alone or in combination with the other two as a uniquely flexible
and comprehensive programme of study.
Insights from organizations that are navigating the novel challenges of the digital workplace. How can technology and
analytics help companies manage people? Why do teams working remotely still need leaders? When should
organizations use digital assessment tools for gauging talent and potential? This book from MIT Sloan Management
Review answers questions managers are only beginning to ask, presenting insights and stories from organizations
navigating the novel challenges of the digital workplace. Experts from business and academia describe what's worked,
what's failed, and what they've learned in the new world of work. They look at strategies that organizations use to help
managers and employees adapt to the fast-changing digital environment, from the benefits of wool-gathering to the use
of anonymous chats; examine digital tools for collaboration, including interactive spreadsheets and analytics that
increase transparency; and discuss such “big-picture” trends as expanded notions of value and new frontiers in
upskilling. A detailed case study, produced by MIT Sloan Management Review in collaboration with McKinsey &
Company, explores how IBM reimagined talent and performance management with the goal of increasing employee
engagement. Contributors Steve Berez, Ethan Bernstein, Josh Bersin, Matthew Bidwell, Ryan Bonnici, Tomas ChamorroPremuzic, Rob Cross, Chris DeBrusk, Federica De Stefano, Thomas H. Davenport, Angela Duckworth, Ken Favaro,
Lynda Gratton, Peter Gray, Lindred Greer, John Hagel III, Manish Jhunjhunwala, David Kiron, Frieda Klotz,, David Lazer,
Massimo Magni, Likoebe Maruping, Kelly Monahan, Will Poindexter, Reb Rebele, Adam Roseman, Michael Schrage, Jeff
Schwartz, Jesse Shore, Brian SolisBarbara Spindel, Anna A. Tavis, Adam Waytz,, David Waller, Maggie Wooll
What if you woke up one day and found out the life you had been living was a dream and the people in your life weren’t
who you thought they were? What if you found out you were something other than what you thought you were? Twentyone year old, Wyatt Harrison was perfectly content spending his nights partying with his fraternity brothers while trying to
juggle school and his psycho- girlfriend. Fate decided it was time for Wyatt to wake up. Wyatt’s world is suddenly turned
upside down when he discovers that wild animals would rather love him then eat him, his sister communicates with him
from the dead, he discovers he has the power to regenerate his body as he walks away from an auto accident that killed
five of his fraternity brothers. And to make matters worse, he has a new craving that neither food nor drink will satisfy.
With the help of his college professor, a mysterious, new girlfriend and a loving grandfather full of family secrets, Wyatt
finds himself running from the beings trying to kill him and from the ones that have found better uses for his blood other
than just food.
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